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OFF DESIGN ANALYSIS OF A GAS TURBINE POWER PLANT AUGMENTED BY

STEAM INJECTION USING VARIOUS FUEL TYPES

by Robert J. Stochl

National Aeronautics and Space Administration

Lewis Research Center

Cleveland, Ohio 44135

SUMMARY

The results of an analysis to estimate the off-design performance of a

specific gas turbine powerplant with steam injection are presented. Results

were obtained using coal-derived low and intermediate heating value fuel gases

and a conventional distillate. The turbomachinery characteristics used in the

calculation of off-deslgn operation were scaled from available performance maps

of aircraft type gas turbines.

The results indicate that steam injection does provide substantial in-

creases in both power and efficiency within the available compressor surge

margln. The results also indicate that the increase in performance with steam

injection is insensitive to the type of fuel. Also, in a eogeneration applica-

tion, steam injection could provide some degree of flexibility by varing the

sp]it between power and process steam.

INTRODUCTION

A concept for simultaneously increasing the power output and efficiency of

a gas turbine is based on the injection of steam into the combustor of the gas

turbine. Steam injection increases the power output of a gas turbine by incres-

ing the mass flow (and its specific heat) through the turbine without signifi m

cantly increasing the power required to drive the compressor. If the steam is

generated by recovering otherwise wasted heat from the gas turbine exhaust, the

power system efficiency would also be increased. From this standpoint a steam-

injected gas turbine cycle is thermodynamically similar to a combined gas-

turbine - steam-turbine cycle. However, the steam portion of the steam injected

cycle operates at much lower pressure levels, and higher temperature levels than

the steam portion of a conventional combined cycle. It also has a potential

cost advantage of not requiring a separate steam turbine generator or its heat

rejection system.

Several investigators (refs. 1 to 4) have analytically shown that a con-

siderable increase in performance (both power and efficiency) can be achieved

by injecting steam into the combustor of a gas turbine. Although the authors

of reference 2 did consider a variation in compressor-pressure ratio with

increased mass flow, most analyses have estimated the performance of a gas

turbine at each steam injection rate assuming design-point performance. They
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have not included the analysis of a fixed set of hardware for a variation in

the amount of injected steam. A potential advantage of steam-injection gas

turbines is the ability to change power level bY changing the steam-injection

rate, while holding the turbine-i_11et temperature at a constant value. This

could result in attractive performance over a range of power outputs for a

fixed machine.

One purpose of this investigation was to determine the effect of steam

injection on the performance of a gas-turbine system using turbomachinery not

specifically designed for steam injection. The system operating parameters

(such as turbine-inlet temperature and compressor-pressure ratio), used in this

report were based on presently available, advanced, single-shaft, heavy-duty

gas turbines. The turbomachinery characteristics used in the calculation of

off-design operation were scaled from available performance maps of aircraft-

type gas turbines. These maps would not necessarily match those of heavy-duty

industrial gas turbines but should be suitable to indicate the proper trends

and to assess the potential performance advantages in using steam injection in

gas turbines.

When the mnount of steam injection is increased in a particular fixed-

geometry gas turbine, the turbine flow increases relative to the compressor

flow, increasing the compressor back pressure and moving the compressor pres-

sure ratio toward the surge line. The initial surge margin available to the

compressor depends on its design operating point. Because the operating point

of a particular gas turbine might be different when used with a coal-derlved

gaseous fuel compared with a conventional liquid fuel, it is of interest to

consider a variety of fuel types in assessing the advantages of steam injection.

Also, in a power system integrated with a sasifier, it might be necessary to

start up using a fuel other than that produced by the gasifier or to be able to

operate on a second fuel if the gasifier for some reason must be shut down.

Therefore, the per.formance of a specific gas turbine with steam injection was

considered using coal derived low and intermediate heating value fuel gases,

as well as a conventional distillate. Systems using low heating value fuel

from both an atmospheric gasifier and from a pressurized gasifier were _onsid-

ered. The emphasis here is not to evaluate or compare gasifier designs but to

determine the effect of the fuels obtained from the various gasifiers. Calcu-

lations were performed assuming that the turbomachinery operated at the design

point for only one of these fuels. The operating point was then calculated for

each of the other fuels. In each case a range of steam injection rates were

considered. Two sets of such calculations were made: one assuming that the

turbomachinery operated at its design point when low heating value fuel from

an atmospheric gasifier is used, the other assuming that intermediate heat-

ing value fuel from a pressurized gasifier is used.

The turbine-lnlet temperature was assumed constant at 1093 ° C (2000 ° F).

The effects of turbine cooling were not included in the analysis. The inlet

steam conditions to the combustor were assumed to be 482 ° C at 1.379 MPascal

(900 ° F at 200 psia) in all cases.



DESCRIPTIONOFSYSTEMSANDASSUMPTIONS

Four basic gas turbine system configurations were evaluated. The basic
distinction between the four configurations is the type of fuel used.

Configuration i - Simple steam-injected gas turbine fueled by the products of
an air-blown coal gasifier operating at atmospheric pressure.

Configuration 2 - Simple steam-.injected gas turbine fueled by the products of
an air-blown pressurized coal gasifier.

Configuration 3 - Simple steam-injected gas turbine fueled by the products of
an oxygen-blown pressurized coal gasifier.

Configuration 4 - Simple steam-injected gas turbine fueled by a light
distillate.

Configuration i is shownschematically in figure l(a). Ambient air at 16° C
(60° F) and 0.010 MPascals (14.7 psia)) is pressurized in a compressor, heated
in the combustor together with injected steam by the burniug of fuel from the
gasifier, and expandedin the turbine. The turbine drives the compressor and
generator. The heat in the turbine exhaust is used to raise 482° C (900° F),
1.379 MPaseal (200-psia) steam in a heat recovery boiler, a portion of which
is used for steam injection (the remainder could be used as process steam).
The turbine-inlet temperature wasmaintained at 1093° C (2000° F) in all cases.
The fuel from the gasifier was assumedto enter the gas turbine combustor at
316° C (600° F) and at a pressure 0.334 MPascals (48.5 psia) above the compres-
sor exit pressure. The composition of the fuel going into the combustor is
given in table I for each configuration. The auxiliary power requirement in-
cluded in this configuration was that required to raise the low heating value
fuel gas to a p_essure 0.334 MPaseals (48.5 psia) above the main compressor-
discharge pressure.

Configuration 2 (fig. l(b)) is similar to configuration i except that the
pressurized air required by the gasifier is supplied from the gas-turbine com-
pressor. The auxiliary power requirement included in this configuration is the
power necessary to increase the air supply pressure by 0.334 MPascals (48.5
psia) in a boost compressor. The gasifier air input to fuel output ratio
(Ma2/Mf - 0.7628) and fuel gas composition as shownin table I were assumed
constant and unaffected by gasifier pressure level.

Configuration 3 (fig. l(c)) is a simple gas turbine fueled from an oxygen-
blown pressurized ga_ifier. The oxygen is produced from air and pressurized to
the operating pressure level of the gasifier (P + 0.334 MPascals (48.5 psia)).
The gasifier was assumedto require 0.291 kilograms of oxygen per kilogram in-
termediate heating value fuel output. The fuel composition of the intermediate
heating value fuel into the gas turbine combustion is given in table I. The
auxiliary power requirements for this configuration were assumedto be
(i) 0.255 kilowatt-hour ker kilogram of atmospheric pressure oxygen produced in
the oxygen plant and (2) the power required to pressurize the oxygen to the
gasifier operating pressure.
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Configuration 4 (fig. l(d)) is a simple steam injected ga:_ turbine u.,_lng

a light distillate fuel. Fuel system auxiliary power would be relaLlvely small,
and was no_: included.

It was assumed Cor all cases that tile gastfJert_ were capable of operating,

without change iu efficiency, over the range of fuel f tow rates required by tim

gas turbine for tile w_rious steam injection rates. The lower stack g_L:_ temper-
ature limit for the turbine exhaust was assumed to be ]49 ° C (300 ° F). This

limit, as will be discussed later, in al.l but two cases restricted tile maximum

amount of 482 ° C (900 ° F) steam that could be produced by recovering heat from

the turbine exhaust.

With the exceptiou of configuration 4, each of the fuel supply systems ar_,

in various degrees integrated with the power conversion system. It is |lot tile

purpose of this report to evaluate or compare tile var[ou:_ gasifler systems.

However, to properly compare system perforl_mnce for the various fuels some ¢ou-

sideration of gasifierperformancewas required. Included in the net work output

of the gas turbine systems are the auxiliary power requirements needed to supply

tile fuel gas to the gas turbine combustor at a pressure of 0.334 blPascals (48.5

psia) above combustor pressure. Auxiliaries associated with coal preparation

or fuel gas cleml up were not included. Figure 2 is an energy flow diagram for

each of the three coal derived fuel systems. These data are the result of a

heat balance of a fluid l_ed gasifier with cold gas clean up, In figure 2(b)
and (c) the fuel gas is reheated by recuperation to 31b ° C (bOO ° F). In each

gnsifior steam is produced [n the process of cooling the fuel gas. Any part of

this steam could be used for steam injection into the gas turbine combustor.

To arrive at tile system efficiency tile gas turbine cycle efficiency was

multiplied by the effective efficiency, 'lg, of the fuel supply systems. The

_g is equal to the fuel energy input to tile gas turbine (Q_I,(IT) divided by the

coal energy input to the fuel supply system (Q_,coal.) and Qq,(,T is based on

only the higher heating value of the fuel gas and (!q,eoal is based on tile
higher heating value of Illinois number 6 coal 28.40 blj/Kg (12 235 Bttl/lb).

For coufigurations 1 and 2 _g = 0.760, for configuration 3 _g = 0.806.

As mentioned i,i tile introduction, two sets of calculations were made. One,

designated design option I, is where system configuration i (without steam ill-

jection) operated with the parameters listed in table II. Configurations 2 to

4, with and without steam injection, as well as configuration 1, with steam

injection, were then considered as operating ill an off-design mode. The second

set of calculations, design option 2, is where configuration 3 (without steam

injection) operated with tile parameters listed in table li. ltere, configuration

1, 2, and 4, with .qnd without steam injection, as well as configuration 3, with
steam injection, were operated in an off-desigtl mode. All calculations were

performed using the compressor and turbine characteristics shown in figures 3.

These characteristics, obtained by sealing a large aircraft-type turbomachine

to an indt|strial size operating with tile chosen design pnrameters, apply to a

single-shaft gas turbine operating :it its design speed. The pressure losses
for each component with the addition of steam injection and the other fuels

were assumed to change according to tile retatton

i, i
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where

M is the mass flow rate,

T is the inlet temperature,

P is the inlet pressure,

AP is the component pressure drop,

and the subscript d indicates design condition.

DESIGN OPTION 1 RESULTS

The effect of fuel type on the performance of design option I turbomachin-

cry is shown in table III. As stated previously, design option i turbomachinery

was sized for the parameters listed in column 1 (configuration i). The results

shown are without steam injection (Ms/M a = 0). There is a 28 to 35 percent de-

crease in the gross output for configurations 2 to 4 compared with configura-

tion i. The design fuel to air ratio for configuration i was 0.257. This

means there is 25.7 percent more mass flow through the turbine than through the

compressor, resulting in a higher gross work output per pound of airflow. As

the heating value of the fuel increases (for intermediate Btu and light dis-

tillate fuels), the fuel to air ratio required to maintain 1093 ° C (2000 ° F)

turbine inlet temperature decreases (i.e., (F/A)con f 3 = 0.076 and (F/A)con f 4

= 0.022) which lowers the gross specific work output. However, when the auxil-

iary power required to compress the fuel and/or oxidizer are deducted from the

generator output, the resulting difference in net power between configuration i

and the other three is reduced 12 to ]5 percent. It should be noted that the

relatively small amount of auxiliary losses shown for configuration 2 results

because a major portion of the power required for the pressurization of the

oxidizer is supplied by the gas turbine compressor and is, therefore, included

in the determination of the gas turbine generator output•

There are three efficiency values shown in table III. Gas turbine effi-

ciency (nGT), which is defined as the generator output divided by the energy
input to the gas turbine combustor based on the higher heating value of the

fuel gas. Cycle efficiency (_Cycle) is the generator output minus the auxil-
iary power required for motor driven air or fuel gas compressors (net power

output), divided by the energy input to the gas turbine combustor. And system

efficiency which is, except for configuration 4, the net power output divided

by the coal energy input to the gasifier based on the higher heating value of

the coal. For configuration 4 the light distillate fuel was assumed not be

derived from coal and to require no auxiliary power so the three efficiency

values are the same. The gas turbine efficiency is also highest for configur-

ation i. This is to be expected since the turbomachinery in the other config-

urations would be operating at an off-design point with other compressor

effieiencies and lower pressure ratios. Once the auxiliary losses and gasifier



efficiencies are included, the cycle and system effic_encies are higher for the
intermediate heating value and light distillate fuels (configurations B and 4).
The detailed performance results usin_ steam injection are tabulated in
table IV. The performance results are presented in figures 4 to 6.

Figure 4 illustrates the effect of steam injection on the net power output
for the four configurations. The trend for all configurations is an approxi-
mately linear increase in net power for increasing steam to air ratios. There
is approximately an 8 electrical megawatt (MWe)increase in powe_for each 0.i
increase in the steam to air ratio. The maximumamount of steam that can be
injected into the combustor is limited by the surge margin of the compressor
The compressor-pressure ratio increase toward the surge line as the _team-
injection rate increases. The steam to air ratio at which compressor surge is
encountered is indicated in figure 4. It varies from a steam to air ratio of
slightly more than 0.2 for configuration i to 0.5 for configuration _. In all
configurations steam can be produced by recovering the heat i ..... e turbine
exhaust. In the configurations using the coal-derived fuel gases (configura-
tions i to 3) additional steam is generated in the gasification process. (See
fig. 2,) The limits on the steam to air ratios for these two steam-generatlng
sources are also indicated in figure 4. For configuration i the compressor
surge limit is reached before the steam generating capacities are exceeded.
For configurations 2 to 4 the steam raising capability in the turbine exhaust
limits the steam to air ratio to approximately 0.22. For configuration 2 this
steam to air ratio can be increased to 0.37 by also using steam produced in the
gasification process, while the steam to air ratio for configuration 3 can only
be increased to 0.26 using gasification steam. The performance results that
follow, for design option i, will be restricted to the appropriate limiting
steam air ratios.

Figures 5 and 6 present the cycle and system efficiencies over the appro-
priate stea9 to air ratios. The trend for all configurations is increasing

cycle and system efficiencies for increased steam to air ratio. There is

approximately a 32-percent increase in system efficiency (fig. 6) for config-

uration i for its limiting steam to air ratio. For configurations 2 to 4 there

is approximately a 40 to 62 percent increase.

It should be noted that the system efficiency for the light distillate fuel

(configuration 4) is considerably higher than for the coal derived fuels, be-

cause that power system was not charged with any fuel conversion efficiency or

any auxiliary power losses connected with the supply of fuel. If the light

distillate was derived from coal the system efficiency values shown would then

have to be modified by a conversion efficiency factor which would bring them

more in line with other coal derived fuels. If the light distillate was not

derived from coal its cost of power would be higher than the coal derived fuels.

Figure 7 is a composite of figures 4 and 6, that illustrates the relation

of system efficiency, net power output, and steam to air ratio. With steam

injection the percent increase in efficiency is less than the percent increase

in net power output due to the additional fuel required to heat the injected

steam to the turbine-inlet temperature. In a cogeneration application the heat

in the turbine exhaust might also be used to generate steam for process use as

_i_i_! i_r_



well as for injection. Also, the steam generated in the gasification process
can be used for either injection or process. To follow a variation in power
versus steam requi_'ements, it might be desirable to vary the amountof steam
injection versus the amount of steam used for process.

Figure 8 illustrates the relation between steam available for process use
and the steam used for injection into the combustor. Two sets of results are
shown. Oneis the result of using only the steam produced by reducing the
turbine exhaust to the limiting stack temperature. The other is the result of
using the steam produced from the turbine exhaust plus steam available from the
particular gasifier. The maximumamount of 482° C (900° F), 1.379 MPascals
(200-psia) steam that could be raised with and without gasifier steam is shown
along the Ms/Ma = 0 coordinate. The amount of available process steam de-
creases linearly for increased injection ratios until all the steam raised is
used for injection, or in the case of system configuration I, the compressor
surge limit is reached. The difference between the two sets of results is the
steam produced in the gasification process. Both low heating value gasifica-
tion subsystems produce considerably more ste_n than the intermediate heating
value subsystem. The poundsof steam per poundof fuel gas output are slightly
higher for the low heating value subsystem (0.458 and 0.368 for the atmospheric
and pressurized low heating value subsystem, respectively, comparedwith 0.309
for the intermediate heating value system). However, the total fuel required
using the low heating value fuel gas is more than three times that required of
the intermediate heating value gas, resulting in much larger total steam
production.

The relation between the total steam available (including any steamgener-
ated in the gasification process) for process use and net power is illustrated
in figure 9 over the allowable range of steam to air ratios. This figure is a
composite of figures 4 and 8. This information illustrates the potential abil-
ity of these systems to follow variation in power versus steamrequirements.
Both the net power and process steam production is greatest for system config-
uration 1 at any given steam to air ratio, followed by configurations 2 and 3.

Configuration 4 produces less steam than configuration 3 but slightly more

power,

DESIGN OPTION 2 RESULTS

The effect of fuel type on the performance of design option 2 is shown in

table V. Design option 2 turbomachinery was sized for configuration 3 using

the parameters listed in the second column. The basic comparisons shown are

again for a steam to air ratio of zero. Configuration i was eliminated from

this option because it was unable to operate below the compression surge point.

The net power output for the remaining configurations were all approximately

20 MWe. The gas turbine efficiency for the design configuration (intermediate

heating value fuel) is approximately the same as obtained using the light dis-

tillate. But, again, once the auxiliary losses ana gasifier efficiencies are

included, the cycle and system efficiencies are higher for the configuration

using the light distillate fuel. The cycle and system efficiencies of the low

heating value fuel configuration w_re the lowest of the three cases.



The detailed performance results for option 2 with steam it%J_ction are
presented in table VI, and in figures I0 to 12. Figure i0 illustrates the
effect of steam injection on the net power output for the three configurations.
There is not a significant difference in net power output between the configur-
ations at any steam to air ratio. The trend for all cases is again a linear
increase in power for increasing injection rates. There is, again, approxl-
mately an 8-MWeincrease in power for each 0. i increase in the steam to air
ratio. The values of the steam to air ratio at which compressorsurge is
encountered and at which the limit of the steam raising capability of the
turbine exhaust is encountered are indicated. For configuration 2 the surge
limit is encountered before the steam raising limit. For configuration 3 the
surge limit and steam raising capability limit both occur at a steam to air
ratio of approximately 0.20. For configuration 4 the steam raising limit of
the turbine exhaust occurs well before reaching compressor surge. Additional
steam is not available for this configuration as it is in the coal-derived fuel
gas ca_es.

Figures ii and 12 present the cycle and system efficiencies over the

applicable range of steam to air ratios. The trend in again increasing cycle

and system efflciencies for increased steam to air ratios. The efficiencien

are again ranked in the same order as the fuel heating value of each configu-

atlon. The larger difference in system efficiency (fig. ii) results because

the calculation for light distillate fuel does not have fuel conversion losses.

Figure 13 is a composite of figures i0 and 12 and illustrates the relation

between system efficiency, power output, and injection ratio. The trend is

again increasing power and efficiency with increased injection ratio, with the

magnitude of increase dependent on the configuration. As mentioned in the

design option i results, the percent increase in efficiency is less than the

percent increase in power output because of the additional fuel required for

steam injection.

Figure 14 illustrates the relation between the steam available for process

use and that used for steam injection. Again, there are two sets of results:

one for only the steam raised by reducing the turbine exhaust to the stack

limit; the other for the total steam producing capability that includes steam

raised in the ganifiers. The total amount of available process steam decreases

linearly for increased injection ratios until the compressor surge limit is

reached or in the case of configuration 4 (the light distillate cane) all the

steam raised is used for injection.

Figure 15 illustrates the relation between power, total process steam pro-

duction, and the amount of steam injection. The trends are similar to those

shown for design option 1 (fig. 9) except here configuration 3 in also limited

by the compressor surge margin.

CONCLUDING REMARKS

Both the net power output and efficiency of gas turbine systems can be in-

creased by injecting steam into the combustor of the gas turbine. As an



increasing amountoi" steam is injected into tile combustor of a fixed geometry
gas turbine, the massflow through the _urbine increases relative to the mass
flow through the compressor. This increased relative flow increases the com-
pressor back pressure moving the compressor pressure ratio toward the surge
line. The maximumincrease in performance depends on the surge marF,in avail-
able to the particular compressor.

The turbomachinery characteristics assumedfor this analysis had a suffic-
ient surge margin to accommodatea significant amount of steam injection (up
to 50 percent of the compressor flow rate). This steam injection did provide
substantial increases in both power and efficiency. The percent increase in
power is about twice the increase in efficiency for a unit increase in steam
inject ion.

Although the turbomachinery in this analysis was capable of accepting a

significant amount of steam, the actual amount of steam available for injection

depends on the steam generating capability of the entire power system. Steam

can be raised by recovering heat from the turbine exhaust products. This

analysis considered gas-turbine systems fueled by either an atmospheric or a

pressurized low heating value fuel gasifier, a pressurized intermediate heating

value fuel gasifier, or by a conventional light distillate. Steam produced in

the gasifiers is also available for injection into the gas-turbine combustor.

in all but two of the power syst_ns considered in this analysis, the maximum

system steam raising capability (through exhaust heat recovery and gasifier

steam) was between 18 and 26 percent of the compressor air flow. This amount

of steam injection resulted in power increases of 68 to i00 percent an,. effici-

ency increases between 32 and 52 percent over the respective cases without

steam injection. The system fueled by a pressurized low heating value fuel

gasifier had a system steam raising capability of 37 percent of compressor flow,

which results in power and efficiency increases of 145 and 62 percent, respec-

tively, over the noninjected case. The percent increase in performance with

steam injection is relatively insensitive to the type of fuel. Steam injection

could apply equally well to the various types of integrated-gasifier - gas-

turbine systems. However, the use of certain fuels or integration schemes

offer a greater potential performance increase.

In an industrial cogeneration application, part of the steam generated by

gasifier and the gas-turbine exhaust heat recovery can be used for steam injec-

tion, and part can be used to meet industrial process needs. By varying the

amount of steam used for injection, the ratio of power to process steam produced

by the system can be easily varied. As stated previously, the power output can

be varied by up to 145 percent for the cases studied here. _q_en the maximum

steam injection rate is used, the steam available for process is zero in all but

three cases studied here. (In those three cases the compressor surge line limit

was reached before all the steam available was used for injection). When the

steam-injection rate is reduced to zero, the steam available for process use is

1769 to 3266 kilograms per hour (3900 to 7200 pounds per hour) per megawatt of

power produced for the cases studied.
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TABLE I. - FUEL COMI"O_ITION FOR EACIt CONI:I_;UI'_A'IIOH

5pec Jes

I¢0

CO 2

ill2

ICII4

N2

1t28

11120

CHI. 942

Higher heating value

M I/Kg (Btu/lb)

|tower system coP.f].guration

1 2 3 4

_ass fraction

0.2906

.0913

.0116

.0150

.5851

.0005

.0059

0

0.2906

.0913

.0116

.0150

.58_i

.0005

.0059

0

5.42 (2332)

0.6033

,2870

.0281

,0085

,0051

,0012

.0069

0

13,91 (5982)

I

I
I

i
I

i

1.O

43.26 (18 600)

TABI.E II. - GAS TURBINE DESIGN OPE_ITING POINT PARA>IEIERS

Compressor pressure ratio

Compressor efficiency (adiabatic)

Turbine inlet temperature, oc (OF)

Turbine pressure ratio

Turbine efficiency (adiabatic)

Loss pressure ratioa:

(AvlV)duet(__(_

(_P/Plcomb.(_)_(])

(APlPlduct(__(_)

(_P/V)duct(__(_)

(AP/I')HRSG (_) _(_)

Mechanical efficiency
Generator efficiency

Compressori_let air flo_,K__-(Ib--_1
sec \see]

Steam to air ratio

Ii.0

0.846

1093 (2000)

9.735

0.91

0.885

0,0135

0.030

0.0135

0.0135

0.050

0.98

0.96

69,04 (152.2].)

0

aSubscripts refer to duct lo_ations shown in fig. i.
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